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transport of inorganic carbon was predominantly carried out by catalysis of extracellular carbonic anhydrase at temperatures of 5益 and 30益 . However, no significant effect was found in the transport of inorganic carbon at temperature of 15益 when the extracellular carbonic anhydrase inhibitor AZ was added. This implied that, at 15益 , another way of transport of inorganic carbon might eliminate the effect of the inhibition of extracellular carbonic anhydrase. Over the temperature rang of 20-25益 , extracellular carbonic anhydrase鄄mediated inorganic carbon transport and the other patterns of inorganic carbon transport operated as a fixed proportion, respectively. For Ulva prolifera, the primary pattern of the transport of inorganic carbon was not due to the catalysis of extracellular carbonic anhydrase at temperature of 5益 , and another pattern of inorganic carbon transport might operate at this temperature. However, as temperature rose to 10益 , the action of catalysis of extracellular carbonic anhydrase increased significantly, and this action maintained the same levels with further rising of temperature. [ 8 ] 摇 Gao S, Chen X J, Yi Q Q, Wang G C, Pan G H, Lin A P, Peng G, Peer W A. A strategy for the proliferation of Ulva prolifera, main causative 6 9 8 7 摇 生摇 态摇 学摇 报摇 摇 摇 33 卷摇
